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Fog computing, as a new paradigm, has many characteristics that are different from cloud computing. Due to the resources being
limited, fog nodes/MEC hosts are vulnerable to cyberattacks. Lightweight intrusion detection system (IDS) is a key technique to
solve the problem. Because extreme learning machine (ELM) has the characteristics of fast training speed and good generalization
ability, we present a new lightweight IDS called sample selected extreme learning machine (SS-ELM). The reason why we propose
“sample selected extreme learning machine” is that fog nodes/MEC hosts do not have the ability to store extremely large amounts of
training data sets. Accordingly, they are stored, computed, and sampled by the cloud servers. Then, the selected sample is given to the
fog nodes/MEC hosts for training. This design can bring down the training time and increase the detection accuracy. Experimental
simulation verifies that SS-ELM performs well in intrusion detection in terms of accuracy, training time, and the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) value.

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of smart devices, we are embracing an era of the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT applications require mobility support, geodistribution, location
awareness, and low latency. However, it is difficult for cloud
computing to meet these requirements. Edge paradigms such
as fog computing (FC) and mobile edge computing (MEC)
are proposed to overcome the above challenging issues [1–3].
The nodes, which could perform computing tasks, are called
fog nodes/MEC hosts in FC and MEC hosts in MEC, which
can provide low-latency service. FC and MEC are somewhat
different. For example, MEC hosts are typically deployed by
mobile service providers [4], and fog nodes are made up of
edge servers or devices with communication and computing
power. However, their network model and many features are
similar [5]. They both extend cloud computing to the edge. In
this work, we study a generalized network model that can be
applied in FC and MEC.
Generally, the infrastructure of FC or MEC consists of
three layers: the cloud server, fog node/MEC host layer, and

user device layer, where fog nodes/MEC hosts are computing
nodes unique to FC and closer to the user [6]. The purpose
of using fog nodes/MEC hosts is to provide service with
lower latency, more flexible access, and more secure network
communication to network users [7].
As a new network paradigm, FC/MEC presents several
challenges in network stability and performance. In FC/MEC,
most of the terminal devices are resource-constrained; for
example, the terminal connected to a fog node/MEC host can
be a smart home appliance, a smart phone, an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV), or a VR device [8]. Threats may come
from various aspects for a network with such characteristics,
such as denial of service (DoS), man in the middle (MIM),
rogue gateway, privacy leakage, and service manipulation [5].
Since there are many attacks against the FC network,
the benefits of FC are diminished by the damage caused
by malicious attacks if no proper security and privacy
protection mechanisms are available. To effectively handle
security threats in FC infrastructure and to minimize the
associated damage, we focus on the security precautions.
One way turns to the intrusion detection system (IDS). An
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IDS is an important security barrier that can quickly detect
intrusion and security risks in the network [9, 10]. The
detection algorithm is one of the most important parts in
IDS. An intrusion detection algorithm suitable for critical
infrastructures can accurately and quickly detect intrusions
[11]. Therefore, to adapt to the new paradigm of FC, the
present study focuses on the intrusion detection scheme to
ensure the security and meet new challenges.
This paper will first analyze the security problems in
FC/MEC. According to fog nodes/MEC hosts’ resourceconstrained characteristics, an intrusion detection scheme
with a lightweight algorithm is proposed. This design takes
full advantage of the computing resources of fog nodes/MEC
hosts. It deploys classifiers for intrusion detection on fog
nodes/MEC hosts and stores training data sets in the cloud
server. The contribution of this work is as follows:
(1) According to the network characteristics of fog, this
paper proposes a general scheme of intrusion detection
system in FC/MEC environment.
(2) Based on the traditional ELM, this paper innovatively
adds the sample selection process in the training phase. This
design is used to improve the classifier algorithm so that it
can become more lightweight when fog nodes/MEC hosts
perform tasks.
(3) We compare the performance of BP, SVM, ELM,
and SS-ELM as intrusion detection classifiers and verify the
superiority of SS-ELM.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
will review related works on FC/MEC security and extreme
learning machine- (ELM-) based IDSs. In Section 3, we
will discuss the requirements and schemes of an IDS in
an FC/MEC environment. In Section 4, we will introduce
an ELM-based intrusion detection algorithm for FC/MEC.
Section 5 will describe the simulation to verify the algorithm.
The paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Related Works
Existing research on FC/MEC security mainly focuses on
analyzing security threats in FC/MEC and the corresponding
countermeasures [7, 12–14].
Dsouza et al. [8] first described the advantages of FC
as a new paradigm and elaborated the security problems
in several different scenarios of FC, including intelligent
instrument authentication, MIM attacks, and privacy issues
in FC/MEC. Yi et al. [7] suggested that FC security is
a problem worthy of studying, particularly the aspects of
authentication, access control, intrusion detection, and user
privacy issues. FC/MEC’s possible contribution to network
security has been discussed from the perspective of computer
forensics [13, 14]. In particular, Wang et al. compared cloud
computing and FC/MEC in terms of security [14] and noted
that FC/MEC and honeypot technology can be integrated
into cloud computing forensics to protect the security of
cloud servers.
There are some studies related to intrusion detection in
FC/MEC [5, 15, 16]. The security of edge computing has
previously been reviewed [5], and the author suggested that
FC/MEC is a paradigm of edge computing. In that paper,
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various security issues encountered in edge computing and
security mechanisms were discussed in detail. In addition, the
author noted that a fog IDS should meet the defense needs
of both local fog nodes/MEC hosts and the entire network,
be able to detect lasting threats, and have an intrusion
prevention mechanism that can operate autonomously. It has
been noted that an IDS can be deployed on the fog node/MEC
host side (host-side detection) or fog network/MEC network
side (network-side detection) to monitor host-side intrusions
or network-side attacks [15]. A new cloudlet mesh security
architecture was proposed based on cloudlets [16], and this
architecture is used to protect the mobile cloud network. If
cloudlet servers are treated as fog nodes/MEC hosts, then
such architecture constitutes a host-side IDS.
FC/MEC is an extension computing paradigm of cloud
computing. Therefore, we refer to the virtual machine (VM)
IDS in cloud computing in the present study. For example,
an intrusion detection scheme deployed in a cloud VM
was introduced, which was based on the Smith-Waterman
algorithm to collect and detect the anomalous behavior of
VMs [17]. This algorithm improved the system’s detection
efficiency and thus reduced the detection time to some extent.
In a previous report [18], attacking threats in federated cloud
environments were analyzed, and a detection system for
misuse cataloging was proposed. An approach named VAED
which is deployed in VMs was given [19]. Its results seem to
be promising for detecting evasion-based malware attacks.
Many studies focused on intrusion detection. However,
since the scenarios of these studies are in the cloud, there
is no focus on IDS in resource-constrained environments,
especially FC/MEC. That is to say, lightweight IDS is worth
studying in FC/MEC.
Intrusion detection techniques include statistics-based
detection, data-mining-based detection, expert-systembased detection, support vector machine- (SVM-) based
detection, genetic-algorithm-based detection, and neuralnetwork-based detection. Considering the heterogeneity
and dynamic characteristics, rich network resources, and
complex attack behaviors in FC/MEC, we will use the
ELM-based algorithm to design and implement an intrusion
detection scheme in FC/MEC in this paper. The ELM is a
neural network method. At the end of this section, we will
review the application of an ELM in intrusion detection.
The ELM was first proposed by Huang et al. [20]. This
algorithm uses a random mechanism to reduce the number
of parameters to set and select and thus is a simple and fast
learning algorithm. ELMs have been widely used in many
fields since their proposal, including intrusion detection. An
ELM was used for intrusion detection and showed greater
accuracy in intrusion detection than that of an SVM [21].
Ye and Yu proposed an intrusion detection method in
which each class was combined into an ensemble classifier
using a one-to-all strategy [22]. A weighted ELM was also
proposed for intrusion detection [23]. Cai et al. proposed
a new fusion method which combined with a ball vector
machine (BVM), ELM, and a back propagation (BP) neural
network for intrusion detection. This method has shown
strong performance in detection accuracy and false positive
rate [24].
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Figure 1: FC/MEC network security threats.

3. Intrusion Detection Scheme in FC/MEC
3.1. FC/MEC Network Architecture and Its Security Threats.
Fog networks/MEC networks consist of user devices, fog
nodes/MEC hosts, and cloud computing centers. The typical
differences from the traditional cloud computing paradigm
lie in the following. (1) A cloud computing center manages and controls multiple fog nodes/MEC hosts. (2) Fog
nodes/MEC hosts located at the edge of the network between
the network center and the user have a certain computing
power. (3) Fog nodes/MEC hosts can handle computing tasks
and can provide network services to user devices directly.
User devices are heterogeneous and include smart sensors, smart phones, UAVs, and other networkable terminals.
We hypothesize that fog nodes/MEC hosts and terminal
devices in a fog network/MEC network are all likely to
be attacked and are thus not reliable. Considering the fog
network/MEC network structure, we present the intrusion
diagram of a network attack in FC/MEC as follows.
As shown in Figure 1, fog nodes/MEC hosts/MEC hosts
in the FC/MEC layer provide a network connection service to
user devices and also exchange data with the cloud computing
server. Security threats come from direct or indirect attacks
on fog nodes/MEC hosts/MEC hosts and user devices. In
FC/MEC, network nodes are widely distributed and lack
effective physical protection. They are vulnerable to invasion
by malicious attackers. The detection ability and response
speed of traditional IDS have been unable to meet the needs
of detection of fog environment. Therefore, the establishment of an efficient intrusion detection system in FC/MEC
environment has become an important research direction of
FC/MEC data security.

In a fog network/MEC network, the detection of intrusion
is the process in which the IDS determines whether the
host state or network connection data are legal through a
security audit. In addition, the fog network/MEC network
IDS deployment is related to the security of the entire system.
Both the fog nodes/MEC hosts/MEC hosts and the cloud
computing center can compute and store data. In order
to distribute the computational load of IDS reasonably, we
decided to deploy IDS in the fog network/MEC network
using cloud servers’ storage capability and fog nodes/MEC
hosts’ limited computing power. There are some reasons
for the deployment scheme. (1) From the perspective of
detection efficiency, if an IDS is deployed in the cloud
computing center only, then the network communication
cost will increase because all data must be sent to and
processed by the cloud server. Furthermore, the computation
load of the cloud server will also increase. (2) From the
perspective of security, the cloud center as the central node
of the entire network will easily become the target of attacks.
Once the central node is attacked, data obtained from fog
node/MEC host detectors become unreliable. (3) Intrusion
detection data sets are needed for training if a neural network
is used for intrusion detection. Training data sets are usually
large and thus will greatly increase the training time if
the training is conducted only by the cloud computing
center, compromising the training efficiency. (4) Due to
the heterogeneity of user devices, different fog nodes/MEC
hosts can result in greatly different network environments in
FC/MEC. For example, certain fog nodes/MEC hosts mostly
provide networking services to cars and thus communicate
with vehicle sensors or car control systems, while other fog
nodes/MEC hosts serve primarily smartphones. Moreover,
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the customer population of a fog node/MEC host is also
dynamically changing: a user device may join or exit a fog
node/MEC host at any time.
3.2. Intrusion Detection Scheme in FC/MEC. As described in
Section 3.1, the relationship between a fog node/MEC and
user devices is of highly dynamic variability. To adapt to
the dynamic fog network/MEC network and to protect the
security and high efficiency of fog IDS, we propose a general
architecture for FC/MEC intrusion detection systems. This
scheme takes advantage of the computing capability and
storage capacity of fog nodes/MEC hosts and cloud servers.
The architecture includes data processing, detection, and
knowledge mining in IDS. The scheme is divided into 6 layers
according to the data flow of fog network/MEC network.
User Equipment Layer. FC/MEC user equipment is heterogeneous, including personal computers (PC), intelligent
terminals, vehicles in Internet of Vehicles (IOV), and sensors.
These devices may access different fog nodes/MEC hosts
through different protocols.
Network Layer. It provides link services for different fog network/MEC network protocols. It is responsible for receiving
data transmitted from the network and user equipment layer
and packing and transmitting data.
Data Processing Layer. The primary role is to deal with network intrusion data from user equipment, including packet
capture, data cleaning, data filtering, and data preprocessing.
The task of this layer is done on fog nodes/MEC hosts.
Detection Layer. After the intrusion data is pretreated, the
detection layer is sent to the classifier to detect the attacks.
(1) It uses the classifier to analyze the intrusion data to
determine what kind of attack it belongs to. (2) This layer
is equipped with a security monitoring system to monitor
the host state of fog nodes/MEC hosts. (3) At the same time,
it manages and records network protocols and logs for fog
network/MEC network packets. After collecting and storing
a certain amount of data, the fog node/MEC host sends the
test results and the relevant logs to the cloud server. In the
IDS of FC/MEC, the detection layer is the core layer, and the
detection task is completed in fog node/MEC host.
Analysis Layer. This layer is deployed in the cloud computing
center. Its main function is to analyze the results and related
logs reported by fog nodes/MEC hosts. It can integrate
information into knowledge and generate some application
services. For example, this layer can generate security status
reports for a fog node/MEC host and store them on the cloud
server.
Management Layer. Management in the cloud server is
mainly responsible for (1) uniform monitoring and management of the safety status of fog nodes/MEC hosts, (2) the
decision and response of the intrusion detection system, and
(3) the data and logs of the intrusion fog nodes/MEC hosts
that can be stored so as to facilitate intrusion forensics.
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As shown in Figure 2, the intrusion detection classifier
of the detection layer is the most important part of the
system for intrusion data processing. It is related to the
subsequent cloud server intrusion response to ensure the
security of the system. Therefore, our work focuses on the
detectors of intrusion attacks. Deploying detectors on fog
nodes/MEC hosts can make full use of the computation
capability and storage capacity of fog nodes/MEC hosts for
intrusion detection. However, large-scale data cannot be
processed or stored due to the limited computation and
storage capability of fog nodes/MEC hosts. In addition, as
described in Section 3.1, simply deploying the detector on
fog nodes/MEC hosts cannot meet the requirements of a
dynamic network. The cloud server has a larger storage space
than fog nodes/MEC hosts; thus, the cloud server could store
a large number of training sets and training set selecting
rules. It can distribute training sets to fog nodes/MEC hosts
dynamically for training so that different fog nodes/MEC
hosts become specific and dynamic. Figure 3 shows the
workflow of this scheme’s steps as follows:
(1) The terminal accesses the fog node/MEC host and
establishes a connection with the fog node/MEC host. The
network environment of each fog node/MEC host is different.
(2) Fog node/MEC host cluster is controlled by the cloud
server, so the total training set is managed by the cloud server.
Store the total training set in the cloud server, and select a
sample according to rules. The premise of selecting samples
is that the cloud server has a perception of the network
environment of fog nodes/MEC hosts.
(3) The cloud server sends the selected training set to the
fog node/MEC host.
(4) Complete the training process on the fog node/MEC
host.
(5) The communication between the fog node/MEC host
and the terminal generates a data stream. Intrusion detection
is performed on fog nodes/MEC hosts.
At the fog node/MEC host layer, intrusion detection
and real-time response are required to ensure the safety
and reliability of fog nodes/MEC hosts. For example, when
external intruders attack a fog node/MEC host, the fog
node/MEC host should be able to detect the type of intrusion
and issue an alarm to prevent intrusion. Because of its
computing and storage capabilities, a fog node/MEC host can
complete the computation task locally to ensure short latency.
We can deploy lightweight and energy-efficient algorithms on
fog nodes/MEC hosts for intrusion detection.

4. SS-ELM for FC/MEC Intrusion Detection
In FC/MEC, fog nodes/MEC hosts are responsible for providing network services for massive heterogeneous intelligent
devices, as the members of smart devices that provide services
by a fog node/MEC host are dynamically changing. In other
words, a fog node/MEC host may release a device’s service
or establish a connection with the device at any time. This
creates a dynamic network security threat in FC/MEC. For
the intrusion detection system of the fog node/MEC host,
it is necessary to train the classifier with the new targeted
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training set in real time. Many of the previous intrusion
detection classifier algorithms have long training time [19].
Due to the limited computing power and storage capacity
of fog nodes/MEC hosts, these intrusion detection schemes
are not suitable for FC/MEC paradigm. Therefore, we need
to study the application of lightweight intrusion detection
algorithm on fog nodes/MEC hosts.
A well-suited classifier algorithm is the most important
factor for a fog node/MEC host IDS. The solution for
the ELM is straightforward and can be found by finding
the minimum norm of a least square problem, which can
ultimately be transformed into a Moore-Penrose generalized
inverse problem involving a matrix. Therefore, this algorithm
is characterized by a small number of training parameters,
fast training speed, and satisfactory generalization ability,
and thus it is suitable to be used as a classifier algorithm
and deployed on fog nodes/MEC hosts. To adapt to the
dynamic process of fog nodes/MEC hosts and to reduce the
training time of fog nodes/MEC hosts, we select training
samples according to the network characteristics and training
characteristics of each fog node/MEC host. This chapter
describes an algorithm for an SS-ELM for FC/MEC. We
describe the principles and processes of traditional ELM
algorithms in Section 4.1; furthermore, Section 4.2 describes
our proposed SS-ELM algorithm. As described in Chapter
Three, the algorithm is characterized by adding sample
selection in the cloud server and using the deployed ELM
classifier to detect network attacks on fog nodes/MEC hosts.
4.1. ELM Algorithm. ELM was first proposed by Huang of
Nanyang Technology University [20]. In this subsection, the
basic principles of ELM will be introduced as follows.
The ELM has a more simple and valid study mode relative
to the traditional BP algorithm. Therefore, the learning speed
of ELM is much faster than that of BP. In addition, traditional
BP usually has some problems such as having a local minimum, being inappropriate, and having an overfitting learning
rate. It, therefore, usually adopts some special methods to
avoid these problems. The ELM does not need to consider
these tiny problems and can get the solution of the problem
directly. It is simpler than the algorithm of feedforward neural
networks. Hence, ELM is more convenient and practical than
the traditional ANN model. The calculation construction of
ELM algorithm in this investigation is shown in Figure 4.

For the training data sample (⇀
𝑥 , 𝑦), the output function
expression of single-hidden layer ahead with 𝐿 hidden layer
neurons to the neural network is
𝐿

𝑓𝐿 (𝑥𝑙 ) = ∑𝛽𝑖 𝐺 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑥) ,

(1)

𝑖=1

where 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑖 are weight vector connecting 𝑖th hidden
neuron and the input neurons, 𝛽𝑖 shows the output weight
connecting the ith hidden layer with model output, and
𝐺(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑥) shows the 𝑖th hidden layer relative to hidden layer

node output of the sample (⇀
𝑥 , 𝑦); the expression of 𝐺(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑥)
is
𝐺 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑥) = 𝑔 (𝑎𝑖 ⋅ 𝑥 + 𝑏𝑖 ) .

(2)
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Figure 4: The architecture of the ELM neural network model in this
work.

In the expression, 𝑔 : 𝑅 → 𝑅 is the activation function
and 𝑎𝑖 ⋅ 𝑥 is the inner product of input weight 𝑎𝑖 and sample
𝑋 in 𝑅𝑛 . Consider 𝑁 inequality data samples {(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 )}𝑁
𝑖=1 ⊂
𝑅𝑛 ×𝑅𝑚 , if the single-hidden layer neural network of 𝐿 hidden
layer neurons approaches 𝑁 inequality data sample with zero
error; that is to say, there are 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , and 𝛽𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝐿, which
makes formula (2) written as
𝐿

𝑓𝐿 (𝑥𝑗 ) = ∑𝐺 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑥) = 𝑦𝑗 ,

𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑁.

(3)

𝑖=1

The shorthand formula of (3) is as follows:
H𝛽 = 𝑌,

(4)

where H is called the hidden layer output matrix; the
corresponding 𝑖th column shows the output of 𝑖th hidden
neural layer corresponding to the input 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , . . . , 𝑥𝑛 and
the 𝑗th line shows all the hidden layers relative to output
amount of inputting 𝑥𝑗 .
H0 (𝑎1 , . . . , 𝑎𝐿 , 𝑏1 , . . . , 𝑏𝐿 , 𝑥1 , . . . , 𝑥𝑁)
[
[
=[
[

𝐺 (𝑎1 , 𝑏1 , 𝑥1 ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐺 (𝑎𝐿 , 𝑏𝐿 , 𝑥1 )
..
.

⋅⋅⋅

..
.

]
]
]
]

,

(5)

[𝐺 (𝑎1 , 𝑏1 , 𝑥𝑁) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐺 (𝑎𝐿 , 𝑏𝐿 , 𝑥𝑁)]𝑁×𝐿
𝛽 is output weight, 𝛽 =

𝛽1𝑇
[ ... ] ,
𝛽𝐿𝑇 𝐿×𝑚

and 𝑌 =

𝑦1𝑇
[ ... ]
.
𝑇
𝑦𝑁
𝑁×𝑚

In most cases, the number of hidden nodes is much
smaller than the number of training samples (𝐿 ≪ 𝑁),
making it challenging for the constructed single-hidden-layer
neural network (a total of 𝐿 neurons in the hidden layer) to
infinitely approach these mutually different samples with zero
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error, resulting in errors between the network output of the
training samples and the actual output. In this case, (4) can
be rewritten as

Rule 1.

H𝛽 = 𝑌 + 𝐸,

Rule 2.

in which 𝐸 =
defined as

𝑒1𝑇
[ ... ]
.
𝑇
𝑒𝑁
𝑁×𝑚

(6)

The square loss function can be

𝑓

(11)

𝑐
𝑐
𝑍𝑛𝑐
= 𝑍𝑛𝑐
− {𝑧𝑠𝑐 } .

(12)

Rule 3.
𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖 +

𝑁

𝐽 = ∑ (𝛽𝑖 𝐺 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ) − 𝑦𝑗 ) .

(7)

𝑗=1

Equation (7) can be written as follows:
𝑇

𝐽 = (H𝛽 − Y) (H𝛽 − Y) .

(8)

Then, the training of the network parameters is transformed into the problem of minimizing the square loss
function, that is, finding the least square solution 𝛽 so that
 ̂

H𝛽 − 𝑌 = min


𝛽



H𝛽 − 𝑌 .

(9)

The following equation can be obtained using the MoorePenrose generalized inverse:
𝛽̂ = arg min
𝛽



+
H𝛽 − 𝑌 = H 𝑌,

(10)

in which H+ = (H𝑇 H)−1 H𝑇 . If the hidden layer output matrix
is not of full column rank, then the optimal external weight
can be obtained using the singular value decomposition
(SVD) method.
Shown above is the process of using the traditional ELM
algorithm to solve the problem. In the ELM algorithm,
the hidden layer node parameters are randomly determined
during parameter training (in actual application, the hidden
layer node parameter values are often randomly set within
the interval [−1, 1] because the experimental samples must
be standardized).
4.2. SS-ELM Algorithm. Sample sets in the cloud server (𝑍𝑛 )
can be divided into two parts: sample sets to be distributed to
𝑓
𝑓
𝑓 𝑓 𝑛𝑓
fog nodes/MEC hosts, 𝑍𝑛𝑓 = {𝑧𝑗 = (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗 )}𝑗=1 , and backup
𝑓

𝑐
𝑐
sample sets, 𝑍𝑛𝑐
= {𝑧𝑗𝑐 = (𝑥𝑗𝑐 , 𝑦𝑗𝑐 )}𝑛𝑐
𝑗=1 , in which 𝑍𝑛𝑓 ∪ 𝑍𝑛𝑐 =

𝑓
𝑐
𝑍𝑛 ; 𝑍𝑛𝑓 ∩𝑍𝑛𝑐
= ⌀. The purpose of sample selection is to select
𝑓
𝑓
𝑍𝑛𝑓 from 𝑍𝑛 , so that the network learned from 𝑍𝑛𝑓 using the

ELM-based algorithm can satisfy 𝐽(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽) ≤ 𝜎, in which
𝜎 ∈ (0, min𝐽(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽)) is the predetermined upper limit of
the performance index.
Assuming that 𝑈𝑐 = {𝑢𝑗𝑐 | 𝑢𝑗𝑐 = |𝑦𝑗𝑐 − 𝑓(𝑥𝑗𝑐 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽)|}𝑛𝑐
𝑗=1 is
the absolute error between the sample output and network
𝑐
𝑐
𝑐
output of 𝑍𝑛𝑐
, 𝑍𝑠𝑐 = (𝑥𝑚
, 𝑦𝑚
) is defined to include any
𝑐
elements in 𝑍𝑛𝑐 that correspond to the maximum element in
𝑓
𝑐
=
𝑈𝑐 . After initializing the sample sets (let 𝑍𝑛𝑓 = ⌀ and 𝑍𝑛𝑐
𝑍𝑛 ) and the network parameters (let 𝑎𝑖 = ⌀, 𝑏𝑖 = ⌀, 𝛽 = ⌀),
the following learning rules are followed.

𝑓

𝑍𝑛𝑓 = 𝑍𝑛𝑓 ∪ {𝑧𝑠𝑐 } .

{𝑥𝑠𝑐 } − {𝑥𝑠𝑐 }min
.
{𝑥𝑠𝑐 }max − {𝑥𝑠𝑐 }min

{𝑥𝑐 } − {𝑥𝑠𝑐 }min
.
𝑏𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑐 𝑠
{𝑥𝑠 }max − {𝑥𝑠𝑐 }min

(13)

𝑓

Rule 4. Use 𝑍𝑛𝑓 , 𝑎𝑖 , and 𝑏𝑖 to calculate and update the
optimum external weight 𝛽 (let 𝐽(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽) = 𝜎) with (7);
𝑓
𝑐
𝑍𝑛𝑓 , 𝑍𝑛𝑐
, 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , and 𝛽 are updated. After several iterations,
𝐽(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽) ≤ 𝜎.
The procedure of the algorithm is as follows:
𝑓
𝑐
(1) Initialize the sample sets (let 𝑍𝑛𝑓 = ⌀, 𝑍𝑛𝑐
= 𝑍𝑛 ) and
network structure parameters (let 𝑎𝑖 = ⌀, 𝑏𝑖 = ⌀, 𝛽 = ⌀)
on the cloud server side.
(2) Randomly generate hidden layer node parameters on
fog node/MEC host (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ), 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝐿.
(3) Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H (ensure
that H is of full column rank).
(4) Calculate 𝐽(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽) and 𝑈𝑐 .
(5) If 𝐽(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽) ≤ 𝜎, turn to step (10); otherwise,
continue.
𝑓
𝑓
𝑐
𝑐
𝑐
, 𝑍𝑛𝑓 = 𝑍𝑛𝑓 ∪ {𝑧𝑠𝑐 }; 𝑍𝑛𝑐
= 𝑍𝑛𝑐
−
(6) Select 𝑍𝑠𝑐 from 𝑍𝑛𝑐
𝑐

𝑐
𝑐
𝑐
{𝑧𝑠 }.(7) Update 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑖 . 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖 + (({𝑥𝑠 } − {𝑥𝑠 }min )/({𝑥𝑠 }max −
{𝑥𝑠𝑐 }min )); 𝑏𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖 + (({𝑥𝑠𝑐 } − {𝑥𝑠𝑐 }min )/({𝑥𝑠𝑐 }max − {𝑥𝑠𝑐 }min )).
𝑓
(8) Use 𝑍𝑛𝑓 , 𝑎𝑖 , and 𝑏𝑖 to calculate and update the
optimum external weight 𝛽 (let 𝐽(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽) = 𝜎) with (7).
𝑐
≠ ⌀, execute step (4); otherwise, continue.
(9) If 𝑍𝑛𝑐
(10) Use 𝑍𝑛 , 𝑎𝑖 , and 𝑏𝑖 to calculate and update the
optimum external weight 𝛽 with (7), and the algorithm ends
here.
In this work, the hidden layer activation function of ELM
model adopts a sigmoid transformation function:
𝐺 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑥) =

1
1+

𝑒−(𝑎𝑖 𝑥+𝑏𝑖 )

.

(14)

An algorithm analysis shows that most of the time taken
for selecting samples for fog nodes/MEC hosts was spent
in calculating 𝐽(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽). Assuming that 𝑡(𝐽) is the average
time for calculating 𝐽(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝛽) and that the delay caused
by data transmission between the cloud computing and fog
nodes/MEC hosts is 𝑡 (𝑡 ≪ 𝑡(𝐽)), then the learning time for
fog nodes/MEC hosts is 𝑡(𝑁) ≈ 𝑛𝑙 ⋅ 𝑡(𝐽).

5. Numerical Simulation
At present, there are no training sets available for FC/MEC
intrusion detection. Therefore, we used the KDD Cup 99
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100

Table 1: Comparison of algorithms in testing accuracy and training
time.

99

Accuracy (%)

Training time (s)

98

SS-ELM

99.07 ± 0.11

4.52 ± 0.10

97

ELM

96.09 ± 0.07

4.15 ± 0.04

BP
SVM

84.16 ± 0.18
94.25 ± 0.08

387.92 ± 0.21
15.02 ± 0.14

CVM-ELM

96.87 ± 0.23

12.47 ± 0.53

Accuracy (%)

Algorithm

96
95
94
93
92
91
90

0

0.2

0.4 0.6 0.8
1
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The amount of data in the training set

SS-ELM
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SVM
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2
×104

CVM-ELM

Figure 5: Accuracy rate comparison of SS-ELM, ELM, SVM, and
CVM-ELM.

16
14
12
Training time (s)

data set [25] for the analysis in the simulation experiments.
In the data set, 41 fields were collected for each network
connection. The abnormal types were divided into four major
categories of 39 attack types, of which 22 attack types were
presented in the training set and 17 unknown attack types
were presented in the test set. In addition, the KDD99
connection records contained both symbolic features and
discrete features. Therefore, the symbolic features needed
to be converted prior to the experiment. We used the data
preprocessing scheme reported in the literature [26]. The
data preprocessing primarily includes converting category
features into metric features and then normalizing metric
features to prevent greater metric features from dominating
and outweighing smaller features. For the supervised learning
and prediction conducted in the experiment, all features
were normalized to be within [0, 1]. The cloud server was
simulated in Windows 7 operating system (i7-2760QM,
2.4 GHz CPU, 8.00 GB RAM), and the SS-ELM algorithm was
implemented using Matlab 2014a.
We compared the performance of various fog IDS classifiers, including the SS-ELM, traditional ELM, BP neural
network, SVM, and CVM-ELM [27]. The ELM, BP, and SVM
were deployed on fog nodes/MEC hosts. The kernel function
of SVM was rbf, 𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 = 0.005, and 𝐶 = 10. The BP
learning rate was 0.06, the momentum coefficient was 0.9, the
maximum number of epochs (iterations) was 5,000, and the
goal was 0.0001. A total of 2,000 and 10,000 pieces of data
were selected from the KDD Cup 99 and used as training
samples and test samples, respectively. The training time and
detection accuracy were compared. The experimental data
were the average of 10 runs.
According to the results in Table 1, the SS-ELM has
the highest accuracy, which proves that SS-ELM is the
most suitable classifier algorithm for fog node/MEC host
deployment, while from the training time perspective, the
SS-ELM requires a slightly longer training time than the
traditional ELM because sample selection is required in the
SS-ELM. BP performed poorer than the SS-ELM and ELM in
terms of training time and accuracy, and the SVM and CVMELM also require a longer training time. Therefore, in terms
of accuracy, SS-ELM is more suitable for intrusion detection
in FC/MEC.
In experiment 2, we analyzed the training time and accuracy of the SS-ELM algorithm for training sets of different
scales. Based on the results of experiment 1, we selected
only SS-ELM, ELM, CVM-ELM, and SVM for comparison

10
8
6
4
2
0

0

0.2

0.4 0.6 0.8
1
1.2 1.4 1.6
The amount of data in the training set

SS-ELM
ELM
SVM

1.8

2
×104

CVM-ELM

Figure 6: Training time comparison of SS-ELM, ELM, and SVM.

of the training time and accuracy. The training set sizes were
selected as 1,000, 2,000,. . ., 20,000. The experimental results
are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
As shown in Figure 5, as the size of the training set
increases, SS-ELM shows the highest intrusion detection
accuracy in FC/MEC relative to that of ELM and SVM. We
analyze it from the aspect of algorithm, and we think that the
main reason is the following:
(1) Unlike the traditional classic gradient-based learning
algorithms which intend to reach minimum training error
but do not consider the magnitude of weights, the ELM tends
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Figure 7: A comparative study on the dependence of timedependent attributes.
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to reach not only the smallest training error but also the
smallest norm of weights.
(2) Unlike the traditional classic gradient-based learning algorithms facing several issues like local minimum,
improper learning rate, overfitting, and so forth, the ELM
tends to reach the solutions straightforwardly without such
trivial issues.
(3) In our improved algorithm, we optimize the square
loss function 𝐽 = ∑𝑁
𝑗=1 (𝛽𝑖 𝐺(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ) − 𝑦𝑗 ) for each fog
node/MEC host in the training phase. This optimization is
mainly reflected in the process of sample selection. According
to formula (7) to formula (10) in the manuscript, each fog
node/MEC host has an optimal external weight 𝛽 in the
network environment which is more suitable for the training.
For the training time, as shown in Figure 6, the simulation
result shows that the training time of our proposed SS-ELM
is slightly less than of ELM. The main reason is that SSELM has more than one sample selection step compared
with ELM. Although the SS-ELM performed worse than the
ELM, the difference is small and within an acceptable range.
Therefore, we conclude that SS-ELM algorithm performs
better in intrusion detection of FC/MEC.
As noted in Section 3, fog nodes/MEC hosts in the
FC/MEC network are highly dynamic. Thus, we must analyze
the robustness of the algorithm designed; specifically, we
must analyze the dependency of SS-ELM algorithm on
time statistics. In the KDD99 data set, there are 9 features
(features 23–31) that are about time-based traffic features of
the connection records. These features are based on time
statistics. They can present some relationships between the
current connection records and the connection records in
the previous period. However, in the real FC/MEC network
environment, there are a large number of raw data without
manual statistical processing. That is to say, it is very difficult
for us to obtain data based on time statistics. In order to
ensure that the classifier algorithm can work effectively in the
network environment with high real time and high dynamics,
we removed features 23–31 to carry on experiment 3. In
addition, new data sets obtained were used to compare the
four algorithms used in experiment 1. The results are shown
in Figure 7.
Figure 7 shows that the accuracy of SS-ELM did not
decrease significantly after removing the time statistical features, while the ELM, BP, SVM, and CVM-ELM showed that
accuracy decreases to various extents, with the decrease of the
BP algorithm being the greatest. From the data of experiment
3, we can conclude that the SS-ELM has the least dependency
on time attribute and is suitable for network environments
that are highly dynamic and feature large changes.
In experiment 4, to analyze the false positive rate of
the SS-ELM, we showed the performance of SVM, SS-ELM,
and ELM in terms of the receiver operating characteristics
(ROCs) [28]: for the ROC curve, the 𝑥-axis represents the
false positive rate, and the 𝑦-axis represents the true positive
rate. A classifier algorithm with a larger area under the ROC
curve (AUC) performs better. Figure 8 shows that SS-ELM
outperformed the other two algorithms in FC/MEC.
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Figure 8: ROC of SVM, SS-ELM, ELM, and CVM-ELM.

6. Conclusions
FC/MEC is a new paradigm. Fog nodes/MEC hosts’ resourceconstrained features bring about new problems to the security
realm, particularly in the area of intrusion detection. For
MEC, its characteristics are similar to FC/MEC. In the
present study, an FC/MEC IDS scheme was established based
on the analysis of the network characteristics and security
requirements of FC/MEC. In addition, an SS-ELM algorithm that combines sample selection and ELM is proposed
according to the network characteristics of FC/MEC. The
training time and detection accuracy of ELM, BP, and SVM
are examined experimentally. In the experiment, the SS-ELM

10
algorithm shows excellent performance in FC/MEC, particularly in accuracy and time dependence. Several experiments
have demonstrated the advantages of SS-ELM as a lightweight
algorithm from different perspectives and have contributed
to solving the problems caused by resource constraints in
FC/MEC.
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